
In 1947, Bauhaus painter and photographer 
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy predicts the future equality 
of visual and written language.

“The illiterate of the future 
will be the person ignorant 
of the use of the camera 
as well as the pen.” 
    - Laszlo Moholy-Nagy



Jorge Luis Borges’ 1942 short story “Funes the 
Memorious” features a character who has perfect 
memory but is unable to think abstractly.

“To think is to forget 
differences, generalize, 
make abstractions.” 
    - Jorge Luis Borges



Dec. 7, 1963, video instant replay is used for the 
first time in a live sports telecast.

Cowboys Stadium with the world’s largest video scoreboard

“The instant replay is surely 
one of the greatest art forms 
of our time.” 
 - Marshall McLuhan



So, has Moholy’s prediction proved true, and 
cameras are the new pens?
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Photography has come a long way, to be sure.



But come on now, this guy just looks ridiculous.



In a few years, so will all these guys (except for 
Bill Murray and this other guy).

Murray at a Cannes Film Festival photo call in 2012



Today we can put cameras almost anywhere.

Cameras on skydiver 
Felix Baumgartner’s suit 
record his record-breaking 
jump from 128,000 feet up



What if it could all be recorded, and nothing ever
again forgotten?
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Lifeloggers try to capture every element of their 
lives in a digital format.

Gordon Bell of Microsoft Research



Extreme sports practitioners use GoPro cameras 
to memorialize their exploits from a first person 
point of view. 



Journalists of the future?

Outer space journalists as depicted in the movie Star Trek: Generations

Tim Pool “livestreams” the Occupy Wall Street protests



Could it even become a stylish thing to do?

Google’s Sergey Brin and designer Diane von Furstenberg 
attend a fashion show featuring Google’s Project Glass 
eyewear worn alongside von Furstenberg’s designs in 2012



Obviously, privacy is a concern.



So is copyright.



But do we really want to live in a world that is 
all-knowing and all-remembering?

Cuba’s Presidio Modelo panopticon prison based 
on the designs of philosopher Jeremy Bentham



Are we developing a society that – like Funes – is 
mired in the specific, unable to generalize?



Isn’t the current situation arguably already out 
of control?



Is there ever a value in forgetting?

Viktor Mayer-Schönberger of the University of Oxford 
discusses digital memory vs. human memory in his book
Delete: The Virtue of Forgetting in the Digital Age



Yet, perhaps there certain groups of people who 
would benefit significantly from technological 
enhancements to memory.

An Alzheimer’s patient holds Paro, 
a therapeutic robotic baby seal

Former NFL player Alex Karras, who
suffered from dementia prior to death



What if one could “look back” on real life the 
same way a missed line of dialog can now be 
replayed using standard remote controls?

Remote for a Time Warner DVR enabled cable box



Could something like this be considered a 
medical device, paid for by insurance?

The Looxcie handsfree, streaming video camera introduced in 2010



Hearing aids are a wearable technology in use 
for over 100 years with current annual sales of 
over $186 million in the United States.

Vintage Miracle-Ear advertising



There is certainly an expanding marketplace, 
and people are desperate for solutions.
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The Alzheimer’s Association calculated the cost in 
the United States of caring for patients with Alzheimer’s 

and other dementias at $200 billion in 2012 


